
 
 

EPS Desk Shields - Best Practices 2020 - 2021 
 
Creating a physically and psychologically safe environment--on a district-wide basis--was of           
paramount importance as the District planned for the return to school. To that end, even though desk                 
shields were neither required nor recommended by State standards, Ellington Public Schools chose             
to invest in them as an additional safety measure for our students and teachers.  
 
Desk shields are new to the district, and teachers and students are experiencing a little confusion on                 
how to best use them in the classroom. Accordingly, we are sharing some “best practices” for desk                 
shield usage to ensure that students and teachers can benefit from the extra level of safety that desk                  
shields provide, while still maintaining a “real world” classroom. 
 
Please take into account that practices may vary by grade level, teacher, and school and are subject                 
to change. 
 

● At the teacher’s discretion, desk shields may be temporarily taken down during certain learning              
activities as long as masks are being worn. 
 

● Desk shields should be in place when students are taking a mask break, eating, or drinking (if                 
allowed in the classroom) unless significant social distancing is being practiced. 
  

● A student may request at any time to keep their shield up for an extra measure of safety.  
 

● There are multiple ways to affix desk shields to classroom surfaces; please reach out to your                
custodial staff for assistance if your desk shields seem to be insufficiently supported. 
 

● Once a student collects their desk shield (if an applicable school practice), they should be the                
only person touching it until it is turned in at the end of the day...no sharing, please. 
 

● Please encourage students to practice good social distancing when collecting their desk            
shields or returning them at the end of the day for cleaning...no need to rush or crowd. 


